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are now worn out, decaying and exhausted. it grieves one’s heart to 

separate oneself from the body. it is unbearable though unavoidable. 

This is the way most people take leave of this world — with moans 

and groans. The pangs of death are considered dreadful, an attitude 

fed by ignorance.

FEAR  OF  DEATH

Men are disturbed not by external things, but by beliefs and 

imaginations they conjure up in their minds with regard to the form 

of their future lives. Death, for example, is not by itself dreadful: 

the dread or terror exists only in our minds. it is not often that we 

are brave enough to come face to face with the thought of our own 

mortality. Insistence upon the truth of suffering may seem horrible 

and unacceptable to the mind which is unable to face realities, but it 

certainly helps to reduce or eliminate the dread of fear by knowing 

how to face death. once life is launched, like a bullet, it rushes to 

its destination — death. Realising thus, we must bravely face that 

natural occurrence. To be considered free in life, we must also be free 

from the fear of death. Fear only comes to those who are not able 

to comprehend the laws of Nature. “Wherever fear arises, it arises 

in the fool, not in the wise man,” says the Buddha in the A�guttara 

Nik�ya. Fears are nothing more than states of mind. Remember what 

science teaches us about the process of dying? it is only a physiological 

erosion of the human body. We needlessly frighten ourselves with 

imagined or anticipated horrors which never come to pass. As a 

famous physician, Sir William osler puts it: “in my wide clinical 

experience, most human beings die really without pain or fear.”
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A veteran nurse once said: “it has always seemed to me a major 

tragedy that so many people go through life haunted by the fear of 

death — only to find when it comes that it’s as natural as life itself. 

For few are afraid to die when they get to the very end. in all my 

experience, only one seemed to feel any terror, a woman who had done 

her sister a wicked thing which it was too late to put right.”

“Something strange and beautiful happens to men and women 

when they come to the end of the road. A fear, all horror disappears. 

i have often watched a look of happy wonder dawn in their eyes when 

they realised this is true. it is all part of the goodness of Nature.”

Attachment to life on earth creates the unnatural fear of death. 

It creates a strong anxiety in life; a man who will never take risks 

even for what is right. He lives in fear worrying that some illness or 

accident might snuff out the precious little life he cherishes. Realising 

that death is inevitable, the one who loves life on earth will go into 

a devout prayer expressing the hope that his soul will survive in 

heaven. No man can be happy in such a tempest of fear and hope. yet 

it is hard to despise or ignore these manifestations of the instinct for 

self-preservation. There is however a method of overcoming this fear. 

Forget the concept of self; turn one’s love of the inward outwards, 

that is provide humanitarian service and to shower love on others. 

Whoever constantly keeps in mind the fact that he would someday 

be subjected to death and that death is inevitable, would be eager to 

fulfill his duties to his fellow human beings before death, and this 

would certainly make him heedful in respect of this world and the 

next. Being engrossed in service to others, you will soon release 

yourself from the heavy selfish attachments, hopes, vanity, pride and 

self-righteousness.
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ILLNESS  AND  DEATH

Both illness and death are natural happenings in our lives and must 

be accepted as such with understanding. According to modern 

psychological theory, undue mental stress is caused by our refusal to 

face and accept life’s realities. This undue stress, unless overcome or 

subdued, actually causes grave physical illness. Maintaining a sense of 

undue worry and despair over an illness will certainly make it worse. 

As for death, it must never be feared by those who are pure in heart and 

action. We are all a combination of mind and matter and as such there 

is actually no individual self to die. The kammic reactions arising 

from past evil deeds may linger with us on our rebirth thus causing us 

to shoulder the kammic sufferings in a new life. Such an eventuality 

can be obviated if we make every effort to acquire merits by leading a 

virtuous life and by doing meritorious deeds wherever and whenever 

possible. By doing so we can face death bravely and realistically since 

in accordance with the teachings of Buddhism there is no ‘savior’ 

upon whom we could entrust our burdens in order to relieve ourselves 

from the consequences of our wrong actions. We should constantly 

remind ourselves of the Buddha’s advice: “Be ye refuges and islands 

unto yourselves; labour on with diligence.” Buddhists should not go 

into grief and deep mourning over the deaths of relatives and friends. 

There can be no halting of the wheel of circumstances. When a man 

dies, the karmic sequence of his conduct passes on into a new being. 

Kith and kin, friends and relatives can accompany the dead body 

up to the grave, but not further. only a man’s deeds, good or bad, 

go forth with him. Those left behind should bear their bereavement 

with calmness and understanding. Death is an inevitable process of 

this world. That is the one thing which is certain in this universe. 

Forests may be turned into cities and cities into sand dunes. Where 
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mountains exist, a lake may be formed. Uncertainty exists everywhere 

but death is certain. All else is momentary. We had our forefathers, 

and they in their turn had their own, but where are they all now? 

They have all passed away.

Let not the sophisticated assume that a pessimistic view of life is 

being presented here. This is the most realistic view of all realisms. 

Why should we be unrealistic and blind our eyes to real facts? For 

does not death consume everything? it certainly does. Let this not 

be forgotten. The role of death is to make every man aware of his 

destiny; that however high he may be placed, whatever advanced 

aid in technology or medical science he may have, his end is all the 

same, either in a coffin or merely reduced to a handful of ashes. The 

sequence of birth and death is a continuing process until we become 

perfect.

MAN’S  INFLUENCE  PERSISTS

The Buddha said: “Man’s body turns to dust, but his name or 

influence persists.” The influence of a past life is sometimes more far-

reaching, more potent than that held by the living body with certain 

limitations. We occasionally act on thoughts inspired by personalities 

whose mortal remains have turned to dust. in our accomplishments, 

such thoughts also play an important role. Every living person is 

deemed a composite of all his ancestors who have gone before him. 

in this sense, we may assume that the past heroes, great philosophers, 

sages, poets and musicians of every race are still with us. As we link 

our selves to the past martyrs and thinkers, we are able to share their 

wise thoughts, their noble ideals and even the imperishable music of 

the ages. Even though their bodies are dead, their influence lives on. 
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The body is nothing but an abstract generalisation for a constantly 

changing combination of chemical constituents. Man must realise 

that his life is but a drop in an overflowing river and must be happy 

to contribute his part to the great stream which is called life.

Not knowing the nature of his life, man is sunk in the mud of 

ignorance of this world. He weeps and wails. But when he realises 

what his true nature is, he renounces all transient things and seeks the 

Eternal State. Prior to achieving the Eternal State he will have to face 

death again and again. Since death itself is meaningless, man should 

not try to overcome the continuous repeated births and deaths.

According to Buddhism, this is not the first and last life we have 

in this world. if you do good with confidence, you can have a better 

future life. on the other hand, if you feel that you do not want to be 

reborn again and again, you should work towards this end by making 

every effort to develop the mind by eradicating all cravings and other 

mental impurities.

BUDDHIST  PHILOSOPHY

The Noble Saint who has attained the stage of highest perfection does 

not weep at the passing away of those dear and near to him as he has 

completely eradicated his emotional feelings. Venerable Anuruddha, 

who was an Arahant, did not weep at the passing away of the Buddha. 

However, Venerable �nanda, who was at that time only a Sot�panna, 

having attained only the first stage of sainthood, could not but 

expressed his deep sorrow. The weeping Bhikkhu had to be reminded 

of the Buddha’s view on situations of this nature, as follows: “Has 

not the Buddha told us, �nanda, that what is born, what comes to 
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being, and what is put together, is subject to dissolution? That is the 

nature of all conditioned formations; to arise and pass away — having 

once arisen they must pass away — And when such formations cease 

completely, then comes Peace Supreme.” 

These words describe the foundation on which the structure of 

Buddhist philosophy is built.

CAUSE  OF  SORROW

The cause of our grief and sorrow is Attachment in all its various 

forms. if we want to overcome sorrow, we have to give up attachment 

— attachment not only to persons but also to possessions. This is 

the ultimate truth; this is the lesson that death signifies. Attachment 

provides us many things to satisfy our emotions and to lead a worldly 

life. But the same attachment becomes in the end the cause of all our 

sorrows. Unless we learn this lesson, death can strike us and fill us 

with terror. The fact is beautifully illustrated by the Buddha, who said: 

“Death will take away a man though he is attached to his children and 

his possessions, just as a great flood takes away a sleeping village.”

This saying implies that if the village had not been asleep but 

remained awake and alert, the havoc created by the flood could have 

been avoided.

DEATH  IS  UNIVERSAL

Let us now examine how the Buddha solved this problem for two 

persons who, through attachment, were both deeply grieved by death. 

one person was Kis�gotam�. Her only child had died after being 
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attacked by a serpent. She went to the Buddha carrying the dead child 

in her arms to ask for help. The Buddha asked her to bring a few 

mustard seeds from a family where no one had died. But she could not 

find such a family. Every house she visited was either in mourning or 

had mourned over a death at one time or another. Then she realised 

the bitter truth: that death is universal. Death strikes all and spares 

none. Sorrow is the heritage of everyone.

The other person whom the Buddha advised was Pat�c�r�. Her 

case was sadder. Within a short period she lost her two children, 

husband, brother, parents, and all her possessions. Losing her senses, 

she ran naked and wild in the streets until she met the Buddha. The 

Buddha brought her back to sanity by explaining that death is to be 

expected as a natural phenomenon in all living beings.

“you have suffered from similar situations, not once, Pat�c�r�, 

but many times during your previous existences. For a long time you 

suffered due to the deaths of a father, a mother, children or relatives. 

While you were thus suffering, you indeed shed more tears than there 

is water in the ocean.”

At the end of the talk, Pat�c�r� realised the uncertainty of life. 

Both Pat�c�r� and Kis�gotam� comprehended suffering and death 

learned through their tragic experiences. By deeply understanding 

the First Noble Truth of “suffering”, the other three Noble Truths 

were also understood. “Whoso monks, comprehends suffering,” said 

the Buddha, “also comprehends the arising of suffering, the cessation 

of suffering, and the path leading to the cessation of suffering.”
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THE  FIVE  AGGREGATES

Death is the dissolution of khandhas. The khandhas are the five 

aggregates of perception, sensation, mental formations, consciousness 

and corporeality or matter. The first four are mental aggregates 

or n�ma, forming the unit of consciousness. The fifth, r�pa is the 

material or physical aggregate. This psycho-physical combination is 

conventionally named an individual, person or ego. Therefore what 

entities that exist are not individuals as such, but the two primary 

constituents of mind and matter, which are rare phenomenas. We do 

not see the five aggregates as phenomenas but as an entity because 

of our deluded minds, and our innate desire to treat these as a self in 

order to pander to our self-importance.

We will be able to see things as they truly are if we only have 

patience and the will to do so. if we turn inwards to the recesses of 

our own minds and note with just that bare attention, note objectively 

without projecting an ego in the process, and then cultivate this 

practice for a sufficient length of time, as laid down by the Buddha 

in the Satipa��h�na Sutta, then we will see these five aggregates, not 

as an entity, but as a series of physical and mental processes. Then we 

will not be mistaken the superficial for the real. We will then see that 

these aggregates arise and disappear in rapid succession, never being 

the same for two consecutive moments, never static but always in a 

state of flux, never being but always becoming.
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REBIRTH

The four mental aggregates, viz, consciousness and the three other 

groups of mental factors forming n�ma or the unit of consciousness, 

go on uninterruptedly, arising and disappearing as before, but not in 

the same setting, because that setting is no more. They have to find 

immediately a fresh physical base as it were, with which to function 

— a fresh material layer appropriate and suitable for all the aggregates 

to function in harmony. Kamma acts as a law and this law operates to 

re-set the aggregates after death. The result is “re-birth”.

A  BUNDLE  OF  ELEMENTS  AND  ENERGIES

in brief, the combination of the five aggregates is called birth. 

Existence of these aggregates as a bundle is called life dissolution of 

these things is called death. And recombination of these aggregates 

is called rebirth. However, it is not easy for an ordinary man to 

understand how these so called aggregates could recombine. A 

proper understanding of the nature of elements, mental energies and 

the law of Kamma and cooperation of cosmic energies is important 

in this respect. To some, this is a simple and natural occurrence. To 

them death means the separation of the five elements and thereafter 

nothing remains. To some, it means transmigration of the soul from 

one body to another; and to others, it means indefinite suspension 

of the soul; in other words, waiting for the Day of Judgement. To 

Buddhists, however, death is nothing but a temporary end of a 

temporary phenomenon. it is not the complete annihilation of this 

so-called being.
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CAUSES  OF  DEATH

According to Buddhism, death can occur in any one of these four 

ways.

I. it can be due to the exhaustion of the life span assigned to beings of 

that particular species. This type of death is called �yukkhaya;

II.  it can be due to the exhaustion of the Kammic energy that caused 

the birth of the deceased. This is called Kammakkhaya;

III. it can be due to the simultaneous exhaustion of the above 

mentioned two causes — Ubhayakkhaya; and

IV. Lastly, it can be due to external circumstances, viz, accidents, 

untimely happenings — working of natural phenomena or due 

to a Kamma of a previous existence not referred to in (II). This is 

called Upacchedake.

There is an excellent analogy to explain these four types of death. 

it is the analogy of the oil lamp. The light in the oil lamp can be 

extinguished due to any one of four causes:

I.  The wick in the lamp burns up. This is likened to death through 

the exhaustion of the life span;

II.  The consummation of the oil in the lamp is likened to death 

through exhaustion of the Kammic energy;

III. The consummation of the oil in the lamp and the burning off 

of the wick at the same time — is likened to death occurring 

through the combination of causes described in (I) and (II) 

occurring simultaneously; and
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IV. The effect of external factors such as the wind blowing out the 

light — is likened to death caused through external factors.

Therefore, Kamma alone is not the cause of death. There are 

external contributory causes also. The Buddha’s teaching categorically 

states that Kamma does not explain all happenings in our lives.

FACE  FACTS

How should one best face this unavoidable occurrence? By being 

forewarned — that is, by reflecting that death will, and must come 

sooner or later. This does not mean that Buddhists should view life 

with gloom. Death is real, and has to be faced — and Buddhism is 

a religion of reason that trains its followers to face facts, however 

unpleasant they may be. The Founder of the Sikh religion Guru 

Nanak said, “The world is afraid of death, to me it brings bliss. i 

clearly shows that great and noble people are not afraid of death but 

are prepared to accept it. Many great people have sacrificed their lives 

for the welfare of others. Their names are recorded in the history of 

the world in golden letters for posterity.”

DEATH  IS  INEVITABLE

it is rather paradoxical that although we so often see death taking its 

toll of lives, we seldom pause to reflect that we too can similarly sooner 

or later be victims of death. With our strong attachment to life, we are 

disinclined to carry with us the morbid thought, although a reality, 

that death is an absolute certainty. We prefer to put off this awful 

thought behind us as far away as possible — deluding ourselves that 

death is a far-away phenomenon, something not to be worried about. 
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We should be courageous enough to face facts. We must be prepared 

to face stark reality. Death is a factual happening. if we appreciate 

such eventualities and equip ourselves with the realisation that death 

is inevitable; even that has to be accepted as a normal occurrence 

and not as a dreaded event which we should be able to face when it 

eventually comes, with calmness, courage and confidence.

OUR  DUTIES  AND  RESPONSIBILITIES

With the certain knowledge that death will ultimately overtake us 

one day, we should decide, with the same calmness, courage and 

confidence, to discharge our duties and responsibilities towards our 

immediate dependents. We should not procrastinate our responsible 

duties. We should not leave things for tomorrow when they can be 

done today. We should make good use of time and spend our lives 

usefully. our duties to our wives, husbands and children deserve 

priority and should be performed in due time. We should execute 

our last will and testament, without waiting for the last moment, so 

that we may not cause undue distress, difficulties and problems to 

our families due to our neglect. Death may call at any time — it has 

no respect of person or time. We should be able to face this ultimate 

event bravely with hope and confidence if we prepare for the next 

existence.
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CR AVING  AND  IGNOR ANCE

Can death be overcome? The answer is — yes! Death exists because 

of birth. This repetition of countless births is called sa�s�ra. if this 

cycle of existence is to be stopped, it can be cut off only at the stage 

of Avijja (Ignorance) and Ta�ha (Craving) — these are the roots in 

this cycle of births and have to be exterminated. Therefore, if we cut 

off Craving and Ignorance — birth is overcome, death conquered, 

Sa�s�ra is transcended and Nibb�na attained.

We should try to understand that everything in this universe is 

uncertain. Existence is only a vision. When we analyse everything 

either scientifically or philosophically, in the end we find nothing 

but void.

“To be afraid of dying is like being afraid of 

discarding an old worn-out garment.” 

~ GANDHI

it is hard to bear the loss of people whom we live because of our 

attachment to them. This happened to Vis�kh�, a well-known lady 

devotee during the time of the Buddha. When she lost her beloved 

grand-daughter she visited the Buddha to seek advice in her sorrow.

“Vis�kh�, would you like to have as many sons and grandsons as 

there are children in this town?” asked the Buddha.

“yes, Sir, i would indeed!”

“Then, Vis�kh�, in such a case would you cry for all of them when 

they die? Vis�kh�, those who have a hundred things beloved, they 

have a hundred sorrows. He who has nothing beloved, has no sorrow. 

Such persons are free from sorrow.”
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When we develop attachment, we also must be prepared to pay 

the price of sorrow when separation takes place.

The love of life can sometimes develop into a morbid fear of death. 

We will no take any risks even for a rightful cause. We live in fear that 

an illness or accident will put an end to our seemingly precious life. 

Realising that death is a certainty, we hope and pray for the survival 

of the soul in heaven for our own security and preservation. Such 

beliefs are based on strong craving for continued existence.

Each and every individual should be aware of the role of death in 

his or her destiny. Whether royalty or commoner, rich or poor, strong 

or weak, a man’s final resting place for his body is either in a coffin 

lying buried six feet underground or in an urn or in the water.

All human beings face and share the same fate. Due to ignorance 

of the true nature of life, we often weep and wail. When once we 

realise the true nature of life, we can face the impermanence of all 

component things and seek liberation. Until and unless we achieve 

our liberation from worldly conditions, we will have to face death over 

and over again. And in this respect, too, the role of death is very clear. 

if a person finds death to be unbearable, then he should make every 

endeavor to over come this cycle of birth and death.
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CONTEMPLATION  ON  DEATH

Why should we think about death? Why should we contemplate it? 

Not only did the Buddha encourage us to speak about death, he also 

encouraged us to contemplate it and reflect on it regularly. That 

which is born will die. The mind and body which arise at the time 

of conception develop, grow and mature. in other words, they follow 

the process of aging. We call it growing up at first, the growing old, 

but it is just a single process of maturing, developing, and evolving 

ultimately towards inevitable death.

Today, according to a world record, about 200,000 people die, on 

the average, everyday. Apparently about 70 million people die every 

year.

We are not used to contemplate death or come to terms with it. 

What we usually do is to avoid it and live as if we were never going 

to die. As long as there is fear of death, life itself is not being lived to 

its fullest and at its best. So one of the very fundamental reasons for 

contemplating death, for making this reality fully conscious, is that 

not for making us depressed or morbid; it is rather for the purpose of 

helping to free ourselves from fear.

The second reason is that contemplation of death will change the 

way we live and our attitudes towards life. The values that we have in 

life will change quite drastically once we stop living as if we are going 

to live forever, and we will start living in a quite different way.

The third reason is to develop the ability to approach and face 

death in the right and peaceful way.
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The contemplation of death has three-fold benefits:

Relieving•  fear;

Bringing•  a new quality to our lives, enabling us to live our 

lives with proper values; and

Enabling•  us to die in dignity.

it enables us to live a good life and die a good death. What do we 

need?

The contemplation on the following factors are encouraged in 

Buddhism:

i•  am of the nature to age, i have not gone beyond aging;

i•  am of the nature to sicken, i have not gone beyond 

sickness;

i•  am subjected to my own kamma and i am not free from 

kammic effects;

i•  am of the nature to die, i have not gone beyond dying; 

and

All•  that is mine, beloved and pleasing, will change, will 

become otherwise, will become separated from me.

When we contemplate this reality with a peaceful mind and bring 

it into consciousness, it has a powerful effect in overcoming the fear of 

old age, sickness, death and separation. it is not for making us morbid, 

rather it is for freeing ourselves from fear. That is why we contemplate 

death: it is not that we are eagerly looking forward to dying, but that 

we want to live and die without fear.
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DEATH  IS  PART  OF  LIFE

Death comes to all and is part of our life cycle. Some die in their prime, 

others in old age, but all must inevitably die. Uninvited we came into 

this world and unbidden we leave it. Inevitably i am going to die — 

so does everybody, every plant, every form, every living being, which 

follows the same path. Soon it will be autumn, the leaves will fall 

off the trees. We do not cry, it is natural, that is what the leaves are 

supposed to do at the end of the season. Human beings experience 

the same thing.

Religious people usually have less fear of death than very 

materialistic people, because materialists are particularly interested 

only in this life to satisfy their five senses.

But from the Buddhist perspective, death is not the end and each 

birth too is not the beginning of a life. in fact death is the beginning 

of life and conversely birth is the ending of life. it is just one part of 

a whole process, a whole cyclic process of birth, death, rebirth and 

dying again. if one has some understanding of this on-going process, 

death begins to lose its ability to create morbid terror, because it is 

not so final after all. it is only the end of a cycle; just one cycle along 

the way and then the way continues ad infinitum with other cycles. 

The leaves fall off the trees, but it is not the end. They go back to the 

soil and nourish the roots; next year the tree has new leaves. The 

same can be said of human life. Conditioned by the moment of death 

is rebirth. An understanding of this basic principle helps to relieve 

ourselves of the fear about death.
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LIVING  CONSCIOUSLY

We live our lives in many foolish ways without even considering how 

much time we wasted for nothing. How much time have we wasted 

today worrying about next year, about the next twenty years, thinking 

about the future, to the extent that we have not been fully living even 

this very day?

And our values in life will change. What is important in life? 

What is motivating us? What is the driving factor in our lives? if we 

really contemplate death it may cause us to reconsider our values. it 

does not matter how much money we have for we cannot take any of it 

with us. Even our own body has to be left behind for others to dispose 

of in one way or another; it is just a heap of refuse left behind. We 

cannot take our precious body with us when we leave this world.

The quality of life is more important than mere material 

acquisitions. The quality of life is primarily the quality of our minds. 

How we are living today may be more important to us than many 

other external things. But the condition for rebirth, and that of 

rebirth is conditioned by death and the quality of the mind this is 

one thing we take with us. This is the one inheritance that we do not 

leave behind for others:

i•  am the owner of my kamma, heir to my kamma,

Born•  of my kamma, related to my kamma abide and 

supported by my kamma.

Whatever•  kamma i shall do, for good or for ill, of that i will 

be the heir.
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All that which will follow us will be the qualities that we develop 

within us, the qualities of mind, the spiritual qualities and the good or 

bad qualities. These are all what we inherit. These are the conditions 

which will determine our rebirth and shape the future. These in turn 

will give rise to a new value in our lives. We may enjoy the millions 

we have already gained but it is more important that we live more 

peacefully and start to build up some virtuous qualities. it can have 

a very good effect on the way we live our lives and on the values we 

develop. it is not just a matter of being successful; it is how we become 

successful.

DYING  A  GOOD  DEATH

Having considered all of these, if dying becomes no longer an 

alarming event but an actual experience, we can with confidence face 

it. Not only that we can also do a lot towards dying a good death. if 

we have led a good life, dying is easier. But regardless of how we have 

lived, we can still endeavour to die a good death. To help in the dying 

process, we stress very much the development of the same quality of 

fearlessness.

For many people, it’s more the fear of pain and the fear of 

separation from all their loved ones, more than anything else, that is 

fearsome. At the time of dying, encouragement and reassurance are 

most essential. For a start you need to reassure yourself. The pain 

indeed will be excruciating and will be difficult to bear, but we are 

fortunate in that advances in modern medicines make it possible to 

reduce the amount of physical pain a human being has to experience 

before death. Pain need not be such an overwhelming object of fear.
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i usually reassure a dying person, such as someone who is 

terminally ill, for example, with cancer, that he will not needlessly be 

allowed to suffer and, that prompt treatment will be given to alleviate 

his pain. An important result of this is that the patient can relax and 

die more peacefully.

The other worry is the inevitable separation from one’s 

possessions. of course, if we have contemplated this before, it’s a lot 

easier. We know that to come together implies separation. if a dying 

person hasn’t done this kind of contemplation, then you need to 

gently encourage and reassure him or her that the children and those 

left behind will be well taken care of. They need to be reassured that 

it’s all right, that there are friends to take care of them; they need to be 

encouraged to relax and be peaceful, not to worry about other things, 

that they will all be taken care of.

The whole emphasis is on trying to encourage the dying person, to 

become more peaceful. How can one die a good death? The Buddhist 

way is to maintain an atmosphere of peace in the room where someone 

is dying. It’s not very conducive to have people shouting, screaming 

and crying. What does that do to the poor person who has this very 

important thing to do, to die? They make it very difficult for the 

dying person to die peacefully. It’s good if friends and relatives who 

are present, show by their presence that they care, that they love, that 

they are willing to contribute something to support.
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“Religious symbols are very useful and come in handy in 

such situations. If the dying person is a Buddhist, then a small 

Buddha statue, and possibly the presence of Buddhist monks 

with soothing words of chanting will be very beneficial so as 

to allow the dying person to pass away with the greatest peace 

and dignity. It’s a wonderful thing for them to move into 

their new life in the best possible way.” 

~ AJAHN JAGARO

PEACEFUL  DEATH

Everyone hopes and desires to have a peaceful death after having 

fulfilled his lifetime duties and obligations. But how many have 

actually prepared themselves for such an eventuality? How many, for 

instance, have taken the trouble to fulfill their obligations to their 

families, loved ones, friends, country, religion and their own destiny? 

it will be difficult for them to die peacefully if they have not fulfilled 

any of these obligations.

We must learn to overcome the fear of death by realising that the 

gods are also subjected to it. Those who have allowed fleeting time 

to pass away frivolously will have good cause to lament later on when 

they themselves are nearing the end of their lives.

When people see their own lives as being only a drop in an ever-

flowing river, they will be moved to contribute even their little part 

to the great stream of life. The wise know that to live they have to 

work for their liberation by avoiding evil, doing good and purifying 

their mind. People who understand life according to the Teachings 

of the Buddha never worry about death. Death is no cause for sorrow, 

but it would indeed be sorrowful if one dies with out having done 

something for oneself and for the world.
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“ I  D I E D  T O D A Y ”

DAVID MoRRIS was a well know Western Buddhist 

scholar who died at the age of 85. Soon after his death 

the writer of this article, the Late Venerable Dr K Sri 

Dhammananda N�yaka Mah� Thera, JSM received a 

letter from him (obviously David Morris had written 

it earlier with instructions for it to be posted on his 

death.) 

it went like this, 

“You will be happy to know that I died today. 
There are two reasons for this. Firstly, you will 
be relieved to know that my suffering from the 

sickness has finally ended. And secondly, since I 

became a Buddhist I have faithfully observed the 

five precepts. As a result you know that my next life 

cannot be a miserable one.” 

Life is like a dream. Death is a factual happening 

and rebirth a natural occurrence. in preparing for 

that eventuality one would either have to continue 

or to end the repeated cycle of births and deaths so 

as to be free from suffering and this what human 

intelligence is all about.
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Though there is nothing that we can do to control this last thought 

process, we can, however, create a conducive environment to induce 

wholesome thoughts to arise in the mind of the dying person. Besides 

words of assurance and comfort, it is not unusual for Buddhists to 

encourage the dying person to recall their own positive deeds and 

conducts to reduce the fear of death. 

if the person has strong confidence in the Dhamma, talks on 

the importance of faith (s�ddha), on the importance of meritorious 

deeds (kusala kammas) and on mindfulness (sati) could also be given 

to arouse zeal in the person. 

Chanting or recital of appropriate Suttas may also be conducted 

to pacify the otherwise confused mind and help him or her refocus 

on wholesome thoughts.

AN  INVITATION  TO  SERVE 

Helping a person encounter a wholesome or favourable death 

(bhaddaka� mara�a�) is indeed very meritorious. The surviving 

members of the deceased’s family too need consolation. Attending to 

the need of the dying and his or her family should not be associated 

with something unlucky. As practising Buddhists, we should in the 

spirit of loving-kindness (mett�),and make it our duty to help our 

fellow brothers and sisters face the inevitable death with calmness 

and understanding. 
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TALKING  TO  YOUR  LOVED  ONES  ABOUT  DEATH 

Talking about death is usually difficult, especially with older 

people: 

it•  may be a taboo — you may fear that it will bring bad 

luck. 

you•  may think that your loved ones do not like to talk about 

it. 

you may think that it is pessimistic to talk about death. In • 

fact, accepting death could make one’s life more meaning-

ful. 

 

NECESSARY  TO  PREPARE  FOR  DEATH 

SO  THAT  ONE  WOULD  DIE  WITHOUT 

BEING  BOTHERED  WITH  WORLDLY  WORRIES

it•  is better to talk about death when one is well, as it will be 

difficult to talk about it when one is ill. 

one,•  not well instructed in Dhamma, generally has fear 

of death and is worried about problems after death  (such 

as, pain, loss of one’s wealth and loved ones, not knowing 

where to go next after this life or what will happen?). it is 

extremely important to remain composed and maintain 

tranquil moments before death. Apply mindfulness 

meditation or any other comfortable method which could 

calm your mind. 

Get•  help to complete unfinished business and fulfill 

wishes. 
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Avoid•  inconvenience to family members by informing 

them where things are kept and what to look for. 

Make•  known whom to inform upon death. 

Make•  known how one’s funeral can be arranged. 

HOW  TO  BRING  UP  THE  SUBJECT  OF  DEATH  AND

TALK  ABOUT  IT  WITH  YOUR  LOVED  ONES? 

Take the opportunity to talk about your own death to your • 

loved ones when your family is faced with the news of 

someone else’s death or world events related to death or 

accident. 

Not•  to hide from them your actual current health conditions 

but talk to them about it. The purpose is to prepare them 

psychologically to face your impending death calmly.

 • Start by referring your case to the death of a recent relative 

or friend so that they are aware of your current situation. 

Conclude•  conversation by giving assurance that you would 

try your best to help your loved ones fulfill their wishes and 

reduce their burden for a complete peace of mind before 

you go through your last journey. 

PR ACTICAL  ADVICE  AT  THE  TIME  OF  DEATH

n Type of Death

Natural•  death due to old age or chronic diseases. 

Untimely•  death due to accidents or suicide. 
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n Whether the Dying Person is Religious or Not

Moments•  before death, a Buddhist should recite Suttas or 

engage someone proficient  to do so for him or her. The 

best person(s) to do so is/are the close family members(s). 

Moments•  before death, a non-Buddhist should use his or 

her own religious faith and practise to pacify his or her 

mind.

A•  non-religious person should resort to any pacifying 

means to appease the mind. 

NOTE: Moments before demise, a person of disturbed mind would 

usually be reborn into a woeful realm of existence. It is 

important to know how to die.     

n Whether the Dying Person is Conscious or Unconscious 

if•  the dying person is conscious; and is also physically and 

mentally strong enough, then he or she should practise to 

calm himself or herself. 

if•  the dying person is unconscious, of course, his or her 

family members should help calm him or her. 

 

PREPARING  THE  MIND  OF  THE  DYING  PERSON

Ensure•  that the dying person has a calm, happy and 

peaceful mind with no attachment as the state of mind at 

time of death determines the destination of the realm of 

existence in which rebirth will take place.
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Inspire•  the dying to adopt a positive mental attitude (Think 

of positive thoughts, think of others with loving kindness and 

compassion. Remind him or her of good deeds done, encourage 

him or her to visualise the Buddha, advise him or her  to let 

go of the body and accept the impending death peacefully and 

calmly. Actually there will be no death but merely another life  

to begin, perhaps a better one). 

if•  the dying shows signs of worries, reassure him or her to 

let go of the body and the family with comforting words. 

Avoid•  attachment to the dying and crying within hearing 

distance as this creates attachment in the mind of the dying 

person. 

Avoid•  any dispute among family members in front of the 

dying person. 

Family•  members should try to be calm and recite appro-

priate Suttas to help the dying person. 

Keep the dying person’s environment peaceful, serene or • 

solemn by surrounding the death bed with beautiful view, 

arts, flowers, Buddha images and so forth.

Recitation•  of appropriate Suttas by the Sa�gha, family 

members, friends or by chanting machine is the best 

practice after the dying person is confirmed dead. it is 

good if it can be done continuously. Recitation of Suttas 

familiar to the dead is recommended. 

it•  is not necessary to cover the pictures and image of 

Buddha at the dying person’s home before the funeral. 
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The time when the consciousness leaves the body depends • 

on the dying person’s state of mind. The deceased’s 

consciousness normally leaves the body immediately upon 

death.  A favourable or woeful rebirth is determined by the 

deceased positive or negative kamma. 

in•  circumstances where the dead body needs to be touched 

or moved, one may rub or tap the crown or gently pull the 

crown or hair. if death occurs in a hospital, the family 

members can request the medical staff not to move the body 

within eight hours after death (Mah�y�na tradition). 

in•  the Therav�da tradition, rebirth occurs immediately 

upon death. The body can be draped in clean cloth and 

sent to the mortuary to be transferred home. Pain relief 

medication and morphine given in proper dosage to a 

dying person by a medical expert is acceptable. The dying 

person’s consciousness will not be clouded. 

An organ donor with strong compassion to give away • 

their organs can go through the organ harvesting process 

without any disturbance after death.

Euthanasia or assisted suicide (where actions are taken by • 

oneself or others to accelerate death before natural death 

takes place) is strictly forbidden according to the Buddhist 

Vinaya as the non-killing precept is transgressed. 
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HANDLING  A  CRITICALLY  ILL  OR  DYING  PERSON 

Dying•  and death can provide the most precious and intimate 

opportunity to share the love and support between the 

critically ill or dying person, family members and friends. 

Family•  members ought to overcome their own fear of death 

and attachment to the dying person. 

Help•  the dying person to have a positive mind to accept 

death, to die with an inner peace, and most importantly, to 

let go of everything. 

Ease•  the dying person‘s mind into a peaceful and wholesome 

state. 

Remind•  the dying person to reflect on good deeds he has 

done in his or her entire lifespan. 

Reassure•  the dying person not to worry about the family 

members. 

All family members should refrain from crying and maintain • 

noble silence right after the deceased cut off his or her last 

breath. This can help the deceased mind to maintain peace 

for a better rebirth. The destination of rebirth is dependent 

on the last thought moment of the dying person besides his 

or her habitual kammas.

Perform•  meritorious deeds in the name of the dying person 

and transfer the merits to him or her. 

Place•  an object, such as a Buddha image for contemplation 

by the side of the dying person and encourage him or her to 

hold. if he or she is unable to hold it, then family members 
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can place it on his/her chest or head. This helps eliminate 

unnecessary obsessions with thought of impending death. 

The•  Sa�gha or laymen are invited to recite Paritta Chanting 

with his or her consent to avoid unnecessary  fear of death.  

Encourage•  the dying person to take refuge in the Triple 

Gem (Buddha, Dhamma and Sa�gha) if he or she has not 

done so. 

Radiate•  loving-kindness (Mett�) to ease suffering of the 

dying person. 

Encourage•  the dying person to engage actively in 

mindfulness or Vipassan� meditation to reduce suffering 

and to gain a  good rebirth. This is the most excellent way 

to die. if he or she does not know how to meditate, just recite 

any Sutta which he or she likes most. The easiest way to 

pacify the mind is to recite the name of any Buddha. 

n Final Moments

Family•  members and friends are encouraged to recite 

appropriate Suttas and radiate loving-kindness (Mett�) if 

they are able to do so. 

Turn•  on the chanting machine in the absence of chanting 

by the Sa�gha or family members. 

Family•  members remain calm and refrain from crying in 

front of the dying person. This practice should strictly be 

adhered to. 
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n When Death Takes Place 

The•  time when the consciousness leaves the body will 

depend on the state of the mind of the dying and dead 

person according to Mah�y�na tradition. in Therav�da 

tradition, the death consciousness leaves the body 

immediately without any intermediate body. Nevertheless, 

Mah�y�nists believe that people, who have done many 

virtuous or evil deeds will have their consciousness leaving 

the body immediately, one to higher rebirth and the other 

to lower rebirth. 

Change•  in appearance of the dying occurs from being a 

“person” to being like an empty shell and loss of luster 

from the body. 

Loss•  of warmth from the heart centre in the middle of the 

chest. The body becomes cold and hard. 

The death•  consciousness has left the body when the body 

starts to smell or decompose. 

Inform•  the pre-appointed funeral director immediately 

after the visiting Police officer has confirmed the death. 

Family•  members are encouraged to clean and dress the 

deceased’s body (after consciousness has left the body, that 

is, after a duration of eight hours, is traditionally allowed 

according to Mah�y�na tradition. According to Therav�da 

tradition, rebirth takes places immediately after death. 

Therefore, the body can be touched immediately after death). 
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PREPARING FOR  THE  FUNER AL 

Decide•  the funeral venue whether it is at home or the funeral 

parlour.

obtain•  the Burial Permit and Death Certificate (Documen-

tations are arranged by some funeral professionals). 

Conveyance•  of remains may be undertaken by the funeral 

professionals but close family members must help wherever 

possible as a way to practise filial piety if a father or mother 

passes away. 

Preserve•  the body using dry ice or chemical embalming. 

Choose•  a practical casket instead of an expensive one. 

There•  is no taboo about witnessing the action of placing the 

body in the casket. 

Deceased’s•  body is laid in a serene and peaceful sur-

rounding. 

Altar•  with deceased’s photo is set up in front of the casket 

Altar•  with Buddha Image and offerings ( flowers, fruits, 

candles, lights and incense) may be set up in front or beside 

the deceased’s altar. This set up is optional for those who 

discern the ultimate Truth of Signlessness which is stressed 

by the Buddha. 

Family•  members can wear white, plain or sober colored 

dressings. 

The•  Sa�gha are invited to perform last rites and deliver a 

sermon with positive messages. 
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Chanting•  and transfer of merits are appropriately held but 

excessiveness should be avoided. 

 

n Eulogy / Oration

A•  senior family member, close relative or friend can read 

a eulogy to mark the respect and appreciation to the 

deceased. 

Content•  of a Eulogy:
n	Recollect the kind deeds and good nature of the 

deceased. 

n	Ensure the deceased’s advice will be remembered. 

n	Express how much you miss the deceased. 

n	Wish the deceased a good rebirth, peaceful, happy 

and will attain enlightenment one day. 

n	Acknowledge all the people who have come and thank 

them on behalf of the deceased. 

 

n Buddhist Hymns

Family•  members and friends can sing solemn and dignified 

hymns based on funeral rites:

n	Song of the Triple Gem 

n	Self  Reliance 

n	Children of the Buddha 

n	Life Never Dies 

n	The Three Signs
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n Final Rites 

The•  number of days the body to lay in rest is strictly a 

personal choice. it should not be too long as what remains is 

only an empty shell.

The•  Sa�gha are invited to conduct the last rite. 

Family•  members offer robes and requisites to the Sa�gha. 

Transfer•  of merits to the deceased is carried out by family 

members who perform “Dakkhinodoka” or pouring of water 

as a symbolic dedication of merits to the deceased. 

The•  final viewing of deceased is carried out and forgiveness 

is asked by the deceased’s loved ones. 

Close•  your eyes to observe a moment of silence. 

Mindfully•  and sincerely ask for forgiveness on any speech, 

action or thought you have intentionally or unintentionally 

hurt, irritated or offended the deceased. 

Mindfully•  express your love, respect and gratitude to the 

deceased. 

The•  casket is sealed by a professional after the crowd have 

paid their last respect to the deceased. 

Preferably,•  the casket is lifted on the hearse by close family 

members. Family members fold their palms and kneel down 

to face the casket. 

Funeral•  procession is preplanned and carried out in an 

orderly and silent manner. 

Family•  members lead and walk behind the hearse. 
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Participants•  follow and radiate loving-kindness (Mett�).

Contemplation•  on impermanence of life is encouraged. 

 

n Cremation or Burial Ceremony 

Choice•  of cremation or burial is made by own or family 

members. Most importantly, the decision should be made on 

the basis of true Teachings of the Buddha (Saddhamma).

Burial•  choice may be difficult due to shortage of burial 

ground. Most importantly, attachment to the dead physical 

body is discouraged. 

Cremation•  is customary for hygienic and economic reasons. 

Most importantly, the decision should concur with the 

authentic Teachings of the Buddha. 

Burial•  occupying valuable land leads to the shortage 

of space for the living ones in the future. There is no 

distinction between burial and cremation in true Buddhist 

perspective. 

Cremation•  is much more appropriate as the dead body is 

merely a dissolution of the physical dimension of the human 

body. The mental dimension has left the dead physical body 

and is reborn into another world according to the kammic 

affinity. 

Cremation•  Ceremony:

n	The Sa�gha chant Suttas. 

n	Family members offer robes and basic requisites to the 

Sa�gha. 
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n	The Sa�gha conduct “Transfer of Merits”. 

n	Casket is placed into the furnace by professional 

workers. 

n	Ashes are collected using an urn on the following day. 

n	The filled urn is internalised into a booked niche in a 

selected columbarium. 

n	Some ashes of the remains are taken and scattered into 

the sea. 

Burial•  Ceremony: 

n	The Sa�gha chant appropriate Suttas. 

n	Family members offer robes and other basic requisites 

to the Sa�gha. 

n	The Sa�gha conduct “Transfer of Merits”. 

n	Casket is lowered into burial ground. 

n	Family members, relatives and friends offer flower and 

scatter soils into burial ground before leaving. 

n	Arrangement for grave construction is planned and 

implemented soon. 

 

n Condolences Received 

Pay•  Funeral Expenses 

offer•  Memorial D�na to the Sa�gha

Print•  Dhamma Books 

Distribute•  chanting machines 

Donate•  to Charitable organisations 
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MEMORIAL  SERVICE 

According•  to the Mah�y�na tradition which advocates the 

concept of intermediate being, it is believed that up to 21 days 

after a person has died, the being is more connected to the 

immediate previous life than the next one. 

Therefore•  during this period family members are encouraged 

to continue their silent communication with the deceased (its 

intermediate being) — to say goodbyes, finish any unfinished 

business, reassure the deceased, encourage the deceased to let 

go of his or her life to move on to the next one. The mind of the 

deceased at this stage (in the form of intermediate being) can 

still be subtle and receptive. 

Family•  members can dedicate the merits of the following actions 

to the deceased: 

n	Appropriate Suttas are recited and homage to the 

Triple Gem is made. The merit is transferred to the 

deceased. 

n	offerings are made by family members to the Sa�gha 

on the deceased’s behalf and merit is transferred to 

the deceased. 

n	Charity is performed on behalf of the deceased and 

merit is transferred to him or her. 

n	Dhamma books are printed and freely distributed on 

behalf of the deceased and merit is transferred to him 

or her. 
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n	Chanting machines or CDs are donated and freely 

distributed and merit is transferred to the deceased. 

n	Such merits are made either at home, Temple, 

Buddhist Centre or others. 

n	The recommended time intervals to perform merits 

and to transfer them to the deceased are on the 3rd, 

7th, 49th, 100th day and the death anniversary of the 

deceased. 
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in the next lifetime. if this thought is rooted in hatred, then dragged 

by the force of hatred, one will fall into hell, or become a poisonous 

insect or animal. if this thought is rooted in desire, then dragged by 

the force of desire, one will be reborn in the realm of hungry ghost 

or animal. if this thought is peaceful and calm, then one will be 

reborn as a human being. if one believes in God and the last thought 

is praying to God, one will be able to be in communion with God and 

be reborn in the heaven as a retinue of God. 

Therefore if one can direct the last thought before death towards 

the Buddha, one would be in tune with the Buddha and be reborn into 

a Buddha Field after death. Then immediately after one’s last thought 

of this lifetime, his/her next life, which transcends the cycle of life-

and-death, appears in a lotus in the Utmost Bliss Pureland. This is 

what is meant by Liberation Upon One Thought.

Amit�bha in Sanskrit is a kind of blessing and wish for infinitude 

of life-span. Buddha indicates brightness and longevity. Infinitude 

of life and brightness are wishes of all beings. it is the words used for 

perfect blessings.

GUIDELINES  FOR  A  DYING  PERSON 

TO  GAIN  REBIRTH  IN  THE  PURE  LAND

n	Remind the dying person of the suffering of this world and the joys 

of the Pure Land to help strengthen the dying person’s vow to be 

reborn into there. The advisor should also enumerate and praise 

the dying person’s good deeds, merits, and virtues. This will help 

the dying to be happy and free of doubts, and certain that when the 

time comes to die, the dying person will, thanks to his or her good 
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deeds, vow, and practice to be reborn into the Western Pure Land 

of Ultimate Bliss.

n	it is important to remind the dying person to cease thinking of 

wealth and property, as well as attachments to family and friends. 

n	if the dying person has a will, so much the better, but if not, it 

is best to counsel against writing one at this time. The advisor 

can also advise everyone to refrain from gossips and distracting 

conversations as they could rekindle the dying person’s attachment 

to this world which is detrimental to the dying person’s desired 

rebirth.

n	When relatives and friends come to visit, they should be discouraged 

from becoming emotional in the dying person’s presence. if they 

wish to help, they can stand to the side and chant “�mítuófó” aloud. 

Explain to the visitors that crying at this time could distract the 

dying person from the desired rebirth in the Pure Land, and result 

in the dying person being subjected to much suffering

n	The dying person should be counseled to practise generosity and 

give away personal effects to those who need them. Also, the dying 

person can purchase Buddha images, S�tras (P��i: Sutta), and 

other Buddhist materials, and request that they are also to be given 

away. This will help the dying person increase his or her merits 

and reduce bad karmas (kammas), and thus help facilitate a good 

rebirth.
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GUIDELINES  TO  CONDUCT  SUPPORTIVE 

AMITĀBHA  BUDDHA  CHANTING

n	Supportive chanting by family members and friends is crucial 

when a dying person is on the verge of death because, at that time, 

he or she is weak both mentally and physically. in such trying 

circumstances, it becomes increasingly difficult to focus on 

chanting “�mítuófó”. This is why supportive Amit�bha Buddha 

chanting is so important.

n	To help focus the dying person’s thoughts, respectfully place a 

statue or picture of the standing Amit�bha Buddha in front of the 

dying person where it can be easily seen. Place a container of clean 

water in front of this image and some fresh flowers in a vase near 

it. Lightly scented incense, or even a smokeless variety, may be 

burnt (A strong fragrance or excessive smoke might cause the dying 

person to have difficulty in breathing).

n	Those who come to practise supportive chanting should remember 

that the dying person, who is in a weakened state, requires adequate 

fresh air. if too many people are in the room at one time, the 

dying person may have difficulty breathing and become agitated, 

resulting in more harm than good. Also, people should pre-arrange 

their chanting time and silently take turns, so that the chanting can 

continue uninterrupted. Each session can last about an hour. 

n	According to Master yin Guang, the thirteenth patriarch of the 

Pure Land school, the short chanting form of “�mítuófó” should 

be used, so that the dying person can easily register this name in 

the most subtle consciousness, at a time when both mind and body 

are very weak. it would be wise to ask the dying person which one 
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is preferred: “�mítuófó” or “Namo �mítuófó”. in this way, the dying 

person can comfortably and silently chant along with the group. To 

go counter to the dying person’s likes and habits may destroy his 

or her concentration. People should not chant too loudly so as not 

to expend too much energy and shorten the time they can chant. 

on the other hand, they should not chant in too low a voice or the 

sound might not register in the dying person’s mind. in addition, 

they should not speak to one another while in the room. Chanting 

should neither be overly loud or soft, slow or fast. Each utterance 

should be clear and distinct, so that it can be heard clearly and 

penetrates deep into the dying person’s consciousness. one caveat: 

if the dying person is too weak or is in coma, he may have difficulty 

hearing the chanting. in such a case, someone should chant close to 

the dying person’s ear to help him or her to maintain a clear, steady 

mind. 

n	it is generally better to use the small hand bell with its clear, light 

sound, as it can help the dying person develop a pure and calm 

mind. However, this may not apply in all cases. if possible, it is best 

to ask the dying person in advance what is preferred. if some details 

do not suit the dying person, we should adapt to the circumstances 

and be flexible. 

GUIDELINES  AFTER  A  DYING  PERSON  DIES

n	Family members should not cry in the presence of the dying person, 

especially immediately before and after the death. Doing so can 

cause the dying person to develop thoughts of attachment which 

can prevent the much sought rebirth and resultant liberation.
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n	Family members and friends should concentrate on chanting in all 

earnestness and without crying for at least twelve hours. it is vitally 

important not to touch or move the body of the deceased person. 

This is to allow the dying person’s most subtle consciousness 

adequate time to leave the body. If, during this period, anyone 

touches the body or cries, the deceased may still experience feelings 

of pain, sadness, anger, or self-pity, and sink again into the realms 

of suffering. it is said that when one dies, the consciousness needs 

to leave the body. During this process, it is extremely painful and is 

described as to have a turtle taken off its shell alive. Since the dying 

person is almost exhausted and extremely sensitive, even a slight 

touch would make him or her feel as if one has been cut by a knife. 

Torturing the dying person like this would easily make him or her 

angry and consequently fall into lower realms.

n	During the minimum twelve-hour period (twenty-four hours is 

preferable), if the chanting group can remain chanting near the 

deceased it would be better. Except for chanting, nothing should 

be done.

n	Twelve hours after the breath stopped, family members can then 

perform the duties for the dead, such as washing the body, changing 

the clothes and other necessary tasks. Most people would worry 

about the stiffness of the body and not being able to change the 

clothes. But as a matter of fact, for most deceased people helped by 

the chanting group, their bodies turn soft and there have been no 

difficulties at all in changing clothes for them. Even if the body gets 

stiff, towels soaked with warm water can be used to cover the joints, 

and the body will become soft again.
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n	Buddhism teaches that upon death what is left is only matter and 

how the remains are treated is normally of no direct consequence to 

the well being of the departed. This however does not mean that we 

can act disrespectfully towards the bodily remains of those who had 

showered their love on us. As an act of gratitude we should perform 

meaningful rites such as carrying out meritorious deeds in their 

memory.

n	Funeral arrangements should be simple, solemn and dignified, 

follow proper Buddhist etiquette without unnecessary expenses. 

n	All funeral offerings must be vegetarian; the use of alcohol is strictly 

prohibited.

n	The Sa�gha or chanting group is invited to chant “Amit�bha S�tra, 

Mantra for Attaining Birth in Pureland, Homage to Amit�bha 

Buddha” followed by “Verses of Transference”.

n	Within forty-nine days of a person’s death, the family members 

should try their best to do all kinds of virtuous deeds for the 

deceased, such as help print Dharma (Dhamma) books in the 

name of the deceased, helping the poor, making offerings to the 

Triple Gem and such, in order to increase good karmic (kammic) 

conditions for the deceased to be reborn into the Pureland. 

Accumulating more merits will help the deceased to be reborn into 

a higher level and have even more wonderful achievements. in the 

mean time, family members should also not commit bad karmas 

(kammas), they should especially avoid killing animals as offerings. 

it is the best if all family members can be vegetarian for forty-nine 

days and do not add burden to the deceased due to bad karmas.
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once•  home, position the dying person in the most 

comfortable and natural position in which he may rest. 

The•  assigned family member or friend will lead others in 

chanting “�mítuófó”.

Should•  the dying person declines to the point where he 

or she loses consciousness and no longer aware of his/her 

surroundings, the assigned family member or friend shall 

have full authority in making any decisions regarding his/

her well-being. 

if•  this person cannot be contacted, please find a Buddhist 

master or Buddhist believer to aid in the chanting of 

“�mítuófó” until the assigned person can be reached. 

Within•  twenty-four hours prior to and after his death, 

family members and friends should comply with the 

following: 

1. Do not touch or move deceased’s body or even 

his bed. 

2. Do not change his clothing. 

3. Do not place dry ice or other substances on his 

body; Sandalwood incense may be burned if 

there is any odour. 

4. Do not let a breeze blow directly onto the 

deceased’s body. 

5. Do not allow the scent of alcohol, onions, 

scallions, garlic, or chives to enter the room. 

6. Do not smoke, cry, or talk in the room. 
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The•  objective is to create an atmosphere in which the 

deceased remains calm and at peace.

The•  only sound to hear is “�mítuófó” so that the sound may 

escort the deceased to the Pure Land. 

if•  the deceased is at at home upon his death, his family 

should take turns chanting “�mítuófó” for eight to twenty-

four hours. At this point, the deceased is ready to be moved, 

washed and dressed. This period of chanting is the best 

time to assist the deceased to be calm and peaceful. 

All•  funeral arrangements can be set up afterwards. 

if•  dying person should pass away in the hospital, please 

follow hospital policy and chant as much as is allowed. 

During•  the terminal illness and within forty-nine days 

after the deceased’s death, all family members should adopt 

a vegetarian diet, abstain from any killing to be associated 

with his death, all funeral offerings must be vegetarian, 

and the use of alcohol is strictly prohibited.

Funeral•  arrangements should be kept simple, and proper 

Buddhist etiquette should be followed and any unnecessary 

excess should be avoided.

Within•  forty-nine days following the deceased’s death, 

family members and friends sincerely seek for the 

deceased’s rebirth into the Pure Land, and to perform 

good deeds such as giving offerings to the Triple Gem 

(Buddha, Dhamma and Sa�gha), printing S�tras (Suttas) 

/ Dhamma (Dharma) books, helping the needy and others. 
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These good deeds will help the deceased attain additional 

good karma (kamma), and further assist him in arriving at 

the Pure Land. 

Most•  importantly, his family must sincerely chant 

“�mítuófó”. 

in•  order for the deceased to benefit the most and to 

peacefully arrive at the Pure Land, the above points must 

be followed. 
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No•  longer hears external or internal sounds, and buzzing 

in ears ceases.

Physical•  body no longer experiences pleasure, pain and 

neutrality.

No•  longer remembers feelings perceived with mental 

consciousness as distinct from those perceived by physical 

body.

nDissolution of Fire Element (Discrimination)

Vision•  of fireflies or sparks within smoke.

Loses•  body warmth; ability to digest food diminishes.

Can•  no longer detect pleasant or unpleasant odours.

Inhalation•  becomes difficult and weak, and exhalation 

becomes strong and lengthy.

Can•  no longer remember or recognize family members and 

friends.

nDissolution of Wind Element (Compositional Factors)

Vision•  of dim red-blue light like a flicking butter-lamp 

about to go out.

Can•  no longer perform physical actions.

No•  longer remembers external worldly activities.

The•  ten winds move to the heart; inhalation and exhalation 

cease.

Tongue•  contracts and thickens, root of tongue turns blue.
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Cannot•  experience tastes.

Cannot•  experience smoothness or roughness.

PSYCHOLOGICAL

nWhite Vision

At•  first perceives burning butter-lamp, then sees clear 

vacuity filled with white light, like sky in an autumn night, 

full of brightness of moon, known as “empty” vision.

Vision•  occurs when the central channel opens, the white 

seed (sperm) received from father comes down to the heart 

chakra.

nRed Vision

Perceives•  very clear vacuity filled with copper-red light 

known as “very empty” vision.

The•  vision occurs when the red seed (blood) received from 

mother comes to the heart chakra. 

nDark Vision

Perceive•  vacuity filled with thick darkness, then as if swoon 

unconsciously known as “great empty” vision.

The•  white seed and the red seed are absorbed into tiny seed 

at the heart whose bottom half is red and top half is white. 

The vision occurs when these two come together. After this 

vision, one falls unconscious into complete darkness.
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nClear Light Vision

Sees•  very clear vacuity free of the white, red and black 

appearances — a vision of complete emptiness known as 

“all empty” vision.

The•  clear light, the final mental vision — the vision of the 

actual death.

nSigns of Consciousness Leaving the Body

one•  or more drops of red fluid leaving from the nose and 

white fluid from the lower part of the body.

Subtle•  change in appearance to being like an empty shell 

and a loss of luster from the body.

Loss•  of warmth from the heart centre — those who have 

good karma (kamma) will first lose heat from feet upward 

to the heart, while those who have bad karma will first lose 

heat from the crown down to the heart.

Body•  starts to smell or decompose.

nConsciousness Entering the Intermediate State (Bardo)

After•  consciousness leaves the body-clear vision ceases, 

it goes through 7 stages in reverse order. As soon as 

this reverse process begins, the person is born into an 

intermediate state called bardo — a stage between lives.

The•  bardo being appears in the form of next life but with 

a subtle body which can be seen by other bardo beings of 

the same type.
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Places•  of rebirth will usually be found within 49 days with 

a small death occurring every 7 days.

nSix Distinct Signs of a Bardo Being

Can•  move through objects.

Can•  travel anywhere instantly just by thinking of that 

place.

Ignored•  by friends and relatives.

Everything•  is effortless.

Seeing•  no light coming from sun and moon.

Body•  has no shadow.

nSix Uncertain Signs of a Bardo Being

Continually•  moving through different places.

Being•  inside many environments in rapid succession.

Constantly•  changing actions.

Changing•  reactions to food.

Uncertainty•  of companionship.

Instability•  of thought patterns.

nEntering a Rebirth

Propelled•  by kammic force, blown into a rebirth without 

choice.
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Bardo•  being sees illusory appearance of future parents 

copulating.

Enters•  womb at or near moment of conception.

Rebirth•  into one of the six suffering realms.
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nNight: 08:00 pm — 10:30 pm

Assembly•  to be seated

Members•  of Sa�gha to be seated

Administration•  of Five Precepts

Chanting•  led by Sa�gha

Short•  Dhamma talk by a member of Sa�gha

Mett�•  Chanting

offer•  of Requisites to members of Sa�gha

Transference•  of Merits

Hymn•  singing (optional)

nIn Between Sessions (For Family Members)

Mett�•  Chanting

P�j�•  for morning and night

Recitation•  of Namo Tassa… (repeat)

Release•  of Chanting in CD

PROGR AMME  FOR  LAST  NIGHT 

BEFORE  LAST  RITE

nNight: 08:00 pm — 10:00 pm

Assembly•  to be seated

Members•  of Sa�gha to be seated

Administration•  of Five Precepts
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 • Chanting led by Sa�gha

Short•  Dhamma talk by a member of Sa�gha

Mett�•  Chanting led Sa�gha

offer•  of Robes and Requisites to members of Sa�gha

Transference•  of Merits

Hymn•  singing 

Eulogy• 

Asking•  for forgiveness

Closing• 

PROGR AMME  FOR  LAST  RITE

nMorning: 09:00 am — 12:30 pm

Assembly•  to be seated

Members•  of Sa�gha to be seated

Administration•  of Five Precepts (Pa�ca S�la)

Chanting•  led by Sa�gha

Lunch•  D�na

offer•  of basic requisites to members of Sa�gha

Transference•  of Merits

Paying•  of Last Respects

Asking•  for forgiveness (Family members only)

Sealing•  of casket by a professional worker
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Lifting•  it into the hearse by family members

Family•  members knee with folded palms and face the 

casket

Hearse•  leaves for cremation or burial

PROCESSION  OF  HEARSE

nAfternoon: 02:00 pm

Funeral•  Procession is conducted in an orderly and silent 

manner

Family•  members lead and walk behind the hearse

Participants•  follow and radiate Loving-kindness (Mett�)

Contemplation•  on the impermanence of life

A•  brief Cremation ceremony is held at the crematorium

Robes•  are placed on top of casket and a ceremony thread 

placed under the robes, connects the robes from the casket 

to the right hand of the Sa�gha who will recite Pa�suk�la 

G�th�

Family•  members offer Pa�suk�la robes to the Sa�gha

offer•  of basic requisites to members of Sa�gha 

Transference•  of merit dedicated to the deceased

Sa�gha•  recite Thanksgiving verses (Anumodana)

Casket•  is inserted into the furnace by professional 

workers 
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FULL  PARTICIPATION  BY  FAMILY  MEMBERS

Participate•  in all the chanting services

Turn•  off or silent electronic gadgets

Reflect•  on all the good deeds which the deceased have 

done

Avoid•  leaving the venue of ceremony during the chanting 

ceremony 
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know he will continue to touch the lives and hearts of many wherever 

he may be. 

We wish him a good rebirth and at the earliest opportunity attain 

the Bliss of Nibb�na. 

“May you always be well and happy, peaceful and calm. 

May the Triple Gem always Bless, 

Guide and Protect you. 

May you continue to learn and practise the Dhamma 

until you attain Nibb�na”

on behalf of my family members, we wish to express our grateful 

thanks to:

All•  Members of the Mah� Sa�gha for conducting the 

Memorial Service, Chanting and Sermons and Transference 

of Merits.

Family•  members, relatives and friends for the touching 

eulogies.

.•  . . . . . . . . . . for the dedicated service to the deceased and 

helping the family in times of need.

Last but not the least, our heartfelt thanks to all those present, for 

taking the time off to participate in this funeral service and also to all 

those who have helped us in one way or another to make this service 

memorable and meaningful.

Thank you.

S�dhu! S�dhu! S�dhu!
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nOffering of Flowers

The•  freshness, fragrance and beauty of flowers are 

impermanent.

Fresh•  and beautiful flowers will soon become withered, 

scentless and discoloured.

This•  reminds us of the Buddha’s Teaching that all things 

are impermanent.

We•  should value what we have now and live in the 

present.

nOffering of Water

Water•  symbolises purity, clarity and calmness.

This•  reminds us to practise the Buddha’s Teachings, so as 

to cleanse our minds, which are full of cravings and ill-will 

rooted ignorance, and to attain the state of purity.

nOffering of Fruits

Fruits•  symbolise the ultimate fruit of Enlightenment 

which is our goal.

Fruits•  also remind us that all actions will have their 

effects.
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participant of the original deed by associating him or herself with 

the deed done. if the beneficiary identifies him or herself with both 

the deed and the doer, he or she can sometimes acquire even greater 

merit than the original doer, either because the elation is greater 

or because the appreciation of the value of the deed is based on an 

understanding of Dhamma. Buddhist texts contain several stories of 

such instances.

The ‘joy of transference of merits’ can also take place with or 

without the knowledge of the doer of the meritorious act. All that 

is necessary is for the beneficiary to feel gladness in the heart when 

he or she becomes aware of the good deed. if one wishes, one can 

express joy by saying ‘s�dhu’ which means ‘well done’. What is being 

done is creating a kind of mental or verbal applause. in order to share 

the good deed done by another, what is important is that there must 

be actual approval of the deed and joy arising in the beneficiary’s 

heart.

Even if so desired, the doer of a good deed cannot prevent 

another’s ‘rejoicing in the merit’ because he or she has no power over 

another’s thoughts. According to the Buddha, in all actions, thought 

is what really matters. Transference is primarily an act of the mind. 

To transfer merit does not mean that a person is deprived of the merit 

originally acquired from his or her good deed. one the contrary, the 

very act of ‘transference’ is a good deed in itself and hence enhances 

the merit already earned.
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TR ANSFERENCE  OF  MERITS  FOR  THE  DEPARTED

According to Buddhism, when a person dies he or she could be reborn 

in any one of the 31 planes of existence. Some of these are “deva 

worlds” where beings who have developed good kamma (sanskrit: 

karma) are reborn. on the other hand those who have accumulated 

evil kamma are re-born in unhappy states called “hells” or as animals. 

There is an intermediate state where people who have not bothered 

to accumulate good kamma and yet at the same time have not done 

any serious evil deeds are born after their deaths. The living relatives 

or friends of such beings can do good deeds (give alms or donations) 

and mentally transmit the merits thus accrued to them. When these 

unhappy beings become aware that they have been remembered they 

experience happiness and are thus propelled into better states of 

existence. This is a practice called transference of merits. it is usually 

performed by symbolically pouring water from a large receptacle to 

a smaller container while focusing on the departed person at the end 

of a religious service.

HIGHEST  GIFT  TO  THE  DEPARTED

The Buddha says that the greatest gift one can confer on one’s departed 

ancestors is to perform ‘acts of merit’ and to transfer these merits 

so acquired. He also says that those who give also receive the fruits 

of their deeds. The Buddha encouraged those who did good deeds 

such as offering alms to holy men, to transfer the merits which they 

received to their departed ones. Alms should be given in the name 

of the departed by recalling to mind such things as, ‘When he was 

alive; he gave me this wealth, he did this for me; he was my relative, 
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my companion,’ and other blessings. There is no use weeping, feeling 

sorry, lamenting and wailing; such attitudes are of no consequence to 

the departed ones (kindly refer to APPENDIX H — TIROkUÀÀA SUTTA).

Transferring merits to the departed is based on the belief that 

on a person’s death, his or her ‘merits’ and ‘demerits’ are weighed 

against one another and destiny is thus determined. Lifetime actions 

determine whether one is to be reborn in a sphere of happiness or a 

realm of woe. The belief is that the departed one might have gone to 

an existence in the spirit world. The beings in these lower forms of 

existence cannot generate fresh merits, and have to live on the merits 

which are earned from this world.

Those who did not harm others and who performed many 

good deeds during their lifetime will certainly have the chance to 

be reborn in a happy place. Such persons do not require the help of 

living relatives. However, those who have no chance to be reborn in 

a happy abode are always waiting to receive merits from their living 

relatives to offset their deficiency and to enable them to be born in a 

happy abode.

Those who are reborn in an unfortunate spirit form could be 

released from their suffering condition through the transferring of 

merits to them by friends and relatives who did some meritorious 

deeds. What happens is really quite understandable. When the dead 

person becomes aware that someone has remembered him or her, then 

he or she becomes glad, and this happiness relieves the suffering. As 

there is greater happiness accrued from repeatedly being remembered, 

the unhappy birth is transformed to a happy one. Thus, it is related 

with the power of the mind.
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Some people simply waste time and money on performance 

of rites and ritual ceremonies in memory of their departed ones. 

They do not understand that it is impossible to help the departed 

ones simply by building big graveyards, tombs, paper houses and 

other paraphernalia. Neither is it possible to help the departed by 

burning joss-sticks, joss-paper and others; nor is it possible to help 

the departed by slaughtering animals and offering them along with 

other kinds of food. Also one should not waste money by burning 

things used by the departed ones on the assumption that the deceased 

persons would somehow benefit by the act, when such articles can in 

fact be distributed among the needy.

The only way to help the departed ones is to do some meritorious 

deeds in a religious way in memory of them. The meritorious deeds 

include such acts as giving alms to others, building schools, temples, 

orphanages, libraries, hospitals, printing religious books for free 

distribution and other charitable deeds.

Buddhist laity should act wisely and should not follow anything 

blindly. While others pray to God for the departed ones, Buddhists 

radiate their loving-kindness directly to them. By doing meritorious 

deeds, they can transfer the merits to their beloved ones for their well 

being. This is the best way of remembering and giving real honour 

to and perpetuating the names of the departed ones. in their state 

of happiness, the departed ones will reciprocate their blessings on 

their living relatives. it is, therefore, the duty of relatives to remember 

their departed ones by transferring merits and by radiating loving-

kindness directly to them.
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4. They should remember the spirits of 

 their departed relatives

 who are not at peace with themselves 

 and gathered in many places.

 in return, such spirits thus remembered and satisfied,

 will eagerly wish for the well-being of 

 their living relatives out of gratitude.

5. For there is never ploughing here, 

 nor any cattle herding found.

 ‘Nor merchandising just the same, 

 nor bartering for coins of gold

 The spirits of the departed kin live there 

 on the merits transferred to them.’

6-8. As water showered on the hill, 

 flows down to reach the hollow vale,

 so the merits transferred can serve

 the spirits of the departed kin.

 As river-beds when full can bear 

 the water down to fill the sea,

 so the merits transferred can serve 

 the spirits of the departed kin.

9. ‘He gave to me, he worked for me, 

 He was my kin, friend, intimate.’

 ‘Give gifts, then, for departed ones, 

 Recalling what they used to do.’
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10. No weeping, nor yet sorrowing, 

 Nor any kind of mourning, 

 Help departed ones, 

 whose kin remain acting thus, 

 unhelpful to them.

11. But when this offering is given to 

 those members of the Holy order,

 Then it can serve them long 

 in future and at once as well.

12. (By offering alms to the Holy order in memory of the departed)

 The true path of action for relatives has thus been shown,

 And how high honour to departed ones is done, 

 and how the Holy order can be given sustenance as well, 

 and how great merits can be stored away by you
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Venerable•  Dr. K. Sri Dhammananda N�yaka Mah� Thera: 

Life is Uncertain, Death is Certain.

Venerable•  Dr. K. Sri Dhammananda N�yaka Mah� Thera: 

What Buddhists Believe

Venerable•  Dr. K. Sri Dhammananda N�yaka Mah� Thera: 

Daily Buddhist Devotion

Venerable•  Suvanno: How a Theravadin Buddhist Chinese 

Funeral may be conducted, suKhi hotu sdn Bhd, 1996.

Visuddh�c�ra:•  Loving and Dying, MAlAysiAn Buddhist 

MeditAtion CentRe, 1993.

MAlAysiAn•	  Buddhist Co-opeRAtive soCiety: A Guide 

To Proper Buddhist Funeral 1999

MAlAysiAn•	  Buddhist Co-opeRAtive soCiety: Bidding 

Farewell To Life & Beneficial Last Rites 2004
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08 Fresh flower arrangement

a) Sweet basket and flowers 

b) Casket spray 

c) Altar flowers

d) 2 Standing wreaths

09 Cremation and Ashes pick up

10 Imported marble urn or scattering of ashes with transportation. 

(Van for 10 persons, Boat for 15 persons)

11 Condolence book and box

12 Road direction signs and Chinese lanterns

13 Arrangement of Altar table for Buddhist prayer complete with 

fruits, flowers and lotus candles

14 Basic joss stick and prayer materials

15 Ten (10) cartons of drinking water in cups.

16 Twenty (20) packets of peanuts

17 Three (03) packets of sweets in Angpow packets

18 Professional service team on Funeral Procession Day

19 Hearse on Funeral Procession Day

IMPORTANT  NOTES:

1) The usage of Funeral Parlour is subject to availability.

2) The prices quoted are for services within the radius of   

35 km from KL City Center.

3) Applicable for MBCS members only. (5% additional 

charge for non-member).

4) Transport for Sa�gha is subject to availability of van 

(Rental fee RM70 – RM90 per trip).
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No. D E S C R I P T I O N

01 obtaining Burial Permit and Death Certificate

02 Conveyance of remain

03 one unit of Cremation casket 

04 Arterial Embalming to preserve the body or dry ice 

(2 Trips)

05 Non air-conditioned funeral parlour (2 nights) or

a) Canopy (1 unit 20 ft x 20 ft )

b) Plastic chairs (50 units)

c) Tables and table cloth (10 units)

d) Lights (6 units)

e) Hanging fans (4 units)

06 Decorated fresh flower photograph frame

07 Photo enlargement

08 Fresh flower arrangement

a) Sweet basket and flowers 

b) Casket spray 

c) Altar flowers

d) 2 Standing wreaths

09 Condolence book & box

10 Road Direction Signs and Chinese Lanterns

11 Arrangement of Altar table for Buddhist prayer complete with 

fruits, flowers and lotus candles
12 Basic joss sticks, prayer materials and 60 pieces of morning 

towels

MBCS  —   3  DAYS  /  2  NIGHTS  FUNER AL  PACKAGE    

 (BURIAL)
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13 Twenty (20) cartons of drinking water in cups.

14 Thirty (30) packets peanuts

15 Three (03) packets sweets in Angpow packets

16 Professional service team on Funeral Procession Day

17 Hearse on Funeral Procession Day

18 one (01) unit air conditional bus for Funeral Procession Day (44 

Seats).

IMPORTANT  NOTES:

1) The usage of Funeral Parlour is subject to availability.

2) The prices quoted are for services within the radius of   

35 km from KL City Center.

3) Applicable for MBCS members only. (5% additional 

charge for non-member).

4) Transport for Sa�gha is subject to availability of van 

(Rental fee RM70 – RM90 per trip).
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It all depends on the wishes of the family of the deceased. The 

first thing he did was to take me to the police station to make a 

police report. Then all the necessary work started to flow quickly 

starting with the erection of the temporary zinc shelter to the 

embalmers and finally to place the deceased in the casket. I was 

glad that everything went on smoothly. I did not have to run 

around to attend to any official documentation as it was handled 

by the funeral director. I could spend my time at home handling 

the personal affairs and to receive guests. My father, the late Mr 

Chew Gim Ang, passed away on 28 August 2006 and I had no 

hesitation in calling the Buddhist Co-operative to handle the 

funeral as I had full confidence in them. 

n Feedback 2 ( from Chew nye ping)

 on behalf of Chew family, I would like to extend my utmost 

gratitude and appreciation to MBCS for their excellent funeral 

service rendered during the demise of our beloved mother/ 

grandmother on the 11 January 2005. your team has continuously 

lent us a pillar of strength, from the moment of departure of our 

beloved mother and grandmother in the hospital until the end 

of the funeral service, with sincere and honest service, kind 

advice, efficiency, professionalism, and most of all, patience. 

Despite what we have heard from friends about unscrupulous 

funeral service undertakers who try to take advantage of the 

family at their weakest moment, we are also ignorant about how 

to perform proper funeral rites. We are pleasantly surprised to 

share the positive experiences we had with MBCS. We were given 

the flexibility to decide what we want for the funeral and we were 
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not neglected of the advice given by the Funeral Directors, Bro 

Kelvin Lim and Sister Didi Chan wherever applicable

  Last but not the least, we would like to take this opportunity 

to express our heartfelt gratitude especially to Kelvin, Didi with 

their team and Bro Aw Kim Fatt for being there for us.

n Feedback 3 ( from ChiA tien Chee) 

  I was fortunate to have known MBCS a year before the demise 

of my mother, Madam Choy Lin Kwai on 1 June 2006. She was 

in her early nineties when her health deteriorated due to old 

age. About 2 weeks before she expired, I contacted MBCS and 

they referred me to their funeral director. He was very assuring 

and presented his packages with detailed explanations. Being a 

Buddhist, I understood the meaning of life and death, and the 

Buddhist approach to funerals. I had no difficulties in explaining 

them to my only brother and he accepted them readily. 

  on the morning of my mother’s passing away in the nursing 

home, I telephoned the funeral director and within the hour, he 

was there with his team. The body was transferred to the funeral 

parlor without any hassle and both our families were requested to 

take a few hours off and be at the parlor in the late afternoon. When 

we arrived, we were amazed at the professionalism displayed. 

The atmosphere was one of calmness and serenity. We opted for 

a one-night wake informing all our friends and relatives. The 

evening services were superbly organised and conducted without 

any complications whatsoever. My brother and I could spend 

our time interacting with our guests and completely leave the 
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running of the wake programme in the hands of the director and 

his team. Although it was a solemn ceremony, there was no air of 

eeriness and all the participants felt comfortable. The final day of 

the funeral was also superbly conducted without any hitch and by 

the afternoon, everything was completed on schedule. It was the 

positive comments from our relatives and friends after the event 

that graded the services provided. Even weeks later, when my 

brother and I had the opportunity to catch up with our relatives 

and friends who attended the funeral, we were still receiving 

favorable comments on MBCS service. A number of them even 

inquired about the role of MBCS and what services they provided. 

My brother and I were very pleased to have assigned MBCS to 

handle the whole affair and I have no hesitation to recommend 

their services. 

n Feedback 4 

 ( from BRo CK Chin, sze Mei And sze Meng)

 I have skimmed through the MBCS booklet when my wife passed 

it to me. At that moment, I remembered that I read about the word 

“funeral services” As I was quite ‘pantang’ (superstitious) at that 

time, I decide not to find out further about it. In retrospect, my 

beloved wife passed away on 7 June, 2006 at 10.15am at the age: 43. 

Prior to that. I was with her for one and a half months in Hospital 

UKM, Cheras. Before she was confirmed dead, there were already 

a few people on standby who would like to introduce their funeral 

services to us. At that moment as we were in the stage of sadness 

and shock (as she passed away earlier than I expected) and we 

just hoped that someone could help us to arrange what to do next. 
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one of our relatives had been talking to a young man earlier. 

This relative told me that the young man was quite reliable based 

on his funeral services recommendation to us. We then passed 

him my wife and my IC to make arrangement for the Death 

Certificate. He told us that he could arrange Therav�da monks 

for chanting and could also arrange for the casket. He told me he 

knew MBCS and that MBCS could only offer chanting services. 

  As soon as we have passed them the particulars, Sister Helen 

came and asked me whether I know of MBCS and also gave us 

the assurance that MBCS is a Buddhist Association that could 

arrange for Chanting service from all the Therav�da Temples 

in Kuala Lumpur They also could offer us a suitable funeral 

package. At that moment, I realised that I have been cheated and 

seek advice and help immediately from Sister Helen to get back 

the particulars which we have given to them. Later, I found out 

that MBCS is a non-profitable organisation setup mainly to help 

Buddhists with funeral services. I did not hesitate and requested 

for their service immediately. So Sister Helen helped us to sort 

out with the other party whom I have committed earlier to collect 

back the particulars from them. Luckily, we managed to get back 

the documents without hassle. I was so glad that everything went 

on as expected in good order. After that, we have received a call 

from MBCS Funeral Directors Bro Kelvin and Sister Didi who 

were to help us to transfer my wife’s body back to our house. 

Sadhu to Sister Helen who has helped us if not we would not be 

able to get the proper Buddhist funeral service from MBCS.

  Let me tell you after what had happened, I had a better peace 

of mind. I rate the MBCS service as excellent. MBCS funeral 
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directors have helped and advised me in so many ways during the 

whole three days process. They also took us to several places to 

look at columbariums where we would like to put the urn. Finally 

we decided to select PJ Chetawan Buddhist Temple (Room 1-C-

97) mainly because there were a lot of activities in the temple and 

chanting is available everyday, so the departed will receive daily 

blessings. 

  After going through 49 days of every weekend D�na in 

various temples like Mah� Vih�ra in Brickfields, Sri Lanka 

Buddhist temple in Sentul, Chetawan Buddhist Temple in PJ 

and MBCS, we found out how important Memorial D�na is. It 

does not only help the departed’s family but more importantly 

the family members who are still in this Earthly World can 

benefit from peace and happiness. My family also gained a lot of 

happiness in MBCS and now every third Saturday morning of 

the month without failure, my children will ask me whether we 

are going to MBCS for Memorial D�na. Everything we do must 

be with understanding and consistency. MBCS also provided us 

the chance to understand the Dhamma in a broader aspect. It 

allowed us to have a better understanding about the Memorial 

D�na where we could transfer our merits to our departed love 

ones, Devas, Celestial and Terrestial Beings. It also allowed us 

to learn the significance of Memorial D�na in greater detail 

so that we and our children will continue to practise it with 

understanding and in many lives to come. As the saying of the 

Buddha: “Life is Uncertain and Death is Certain”. We should 

look at life positively.
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  our family would like to express our heartfelt gratitude and 

appreciation to MBCS for performing such a memorable, peaceful 

and meaningful Buddhist funeral service for my beloved wife. 

MBCS performed the funeral services not only for the first three 

days for her but also continually transferred merits to her during 

the monthly Memorial D�na which could make our present lives 

in this Earthly World more peaceful, meaningful and happier. 

Even though she is in a better plane of existence, she will always 

be with us in our hearts in many more lives to come. A Mah� 

S�dhu to all the Brothers & Sisters in the Dhamma (Vih�ra), and 

especially not forgetting all the members in MBCS.

 

n Feedback 5 ( from BRo ong seng heng)

 Dearly Departed IMo Lee Siew Eng; departed 6th May 2007 

— “Mother ... We miss you dearly”. We would like to thank the 

Malaysian Buddhist Co-operative Society and Funeral Directors 

Bro Kelvin Lim and Sis Didi Chan for their assistance and 

guidance during the loss of our beloved mother. During this very 

stressful time for our family, they rendered their services with 

full compassion, kindness, understanding and patience. Losing 

a loved one is a very difficult and emotional period for the whole 

family. 

  Bro Kelvin and Sis Didi guided us through all the ceremonies 

and explained the different customs and traditions for us to decide 

on how we would like our mother’s funeral to be conducted. All 

funeral arrangements were done promptly and professionally, 

even administration and paperwork with the relevant authorities 

was clearly explained to us. 
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  Every ceremony was carried out with pure intentions, and 

the whole funeral ceremony experienced was more meaningful 

for the whole family rather than just a collection of proceedings. 

The service fees rendered were also reasonable with no hidden 

charges. With the help of MBCS Funeral Directors who were 

very professional and thoughtful; the whole experience was made 

easier. With the support from MBCS, we feel that we have given 

our mother a proper Buddhist funeral. Thank you again MBCS 

and Thank you mother, for it was she who had asked us to be part 

of the Malaysian Buddhist Co-operative Society.

n Feedback 6 ( from BRo ong Beng Chung)

 My mother, Madam Chang passed away in November, 2005 after 

going through a two-year complication due to a stroke. She has 

been a courageous and optimistic person since having survived 

cancer twice in 1998 prior to the stroke that took her life. It was 

during these years that both my brother and I got to experience 

what is meant by a mother’s love and how love and accepting 

nature is important for a fulfilling life. Life can still be fulfilled 

despite the various challenges. The biggest challenge we faced 

was not coming externally but occurs internally, from deep in the 

heart.

  We were blessed to have known MBCS Bro Aw, Sis Linda 

and Bro Sim. It was through their sharing and experience that 

my brother and I managed to have a beautiful, serene and loving 

funeral for our mother.
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  It was so loving that one of the guests remarked that the 

funeral looks more like a family gathering than a funeral! That 

statement showed that the funeral worked according to all our 

wishes. 

  Lessons learnt are: Completion with my loved ones are 

important — only when relationships are complete can both 

my mother and I continue our respective journey freely and 

lovingly. Having the Buddha Dhamma as a constant guide in 

times of hardship and sadness always opens up new avenues that 

are loving and empowering; Having a loving and inspiring last 

journey as a person deteriorates physically gave fresh energy to all 

involved; Having a devotional, loving and serene funeral support 

for both the deceased, the family and friends taught me, what life 

holds and that life is a beautiful game of constant growth.

n Feedback 7 ( from BRo loKe tAK Meng)

 I wish to say thank you to MBCS and my appreciation to the 

funeral directors for funeral service arranged for my beloved son, 

the late Loke Ting Hong. I also wish to say thank you to Bro 

Kelvin who was responsible for the funeral where everything 

was managed very well and properly. I also like to say thank 

you for the counseling service provided to my family and the 

D�na offering to those respected Venerable Sa�gha who were 

very supportive, served as a good way for spreading the Buddha 

Dhamma.
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n Feedback 8 ( from BRo wuAn thong loK)

 I came to know about MBCS funeral services way back 6 or 7 

years ago when I was invited by MBCS to join as a member. 

MBCS has been fortunate to tie up with PJ Modern Casket for the 

packaged funeral services offered to members. Members not only 

receive professional services but also a very economical service 

offered during difficult times. If you do not know any of the 

funeral services provider, you may have to pay thousands or more 

for the funeral service. There will also be many contradicting 

opinions from different people; and because of fear, superstitions 

and peer pressure, the family may end up carrying out a lot of 

non-proper Buddhist practices being misled by unethical funeral 

services provider. What is worse, is that one has to pay much 

more, when the extra money can be used for meritorious deeds 

like donating to old folks homes, orphanages, disabled homes, 

printing Dhamma books and offering Memorial D�na to monks. 

Merits accrued from Memorial D�na and other deeds can be 

dedicated or transferred to the deceased to enable them to reduce 

sufferings and be reborn in a better state or realm of existence.

  I have been to numerous funerals organised by MBCS and all 

of them were very well organised, not forgetting my late wife’s 

funeral programme in April 2003, which was also hosted by 

MBCS and allowed me to run an extra proper service programme 

based on my request. Recently, one of my late wife’s friend also 

passed away from cancer. She passed away 10 days after she had 

joined as a member of MBCS. Her reason of joining was because 

she attended my wife’s funeral 4 years ago and noted the benefits 

and advantages. Also considering the fact that most of her 
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children were residing overseas and ignorant about it. In fact, her 

eldest son who came back from Brunei thanked me very much 

for securing MBCS service, which he said was excellent; while 

another son who came back from Australia also made positive 

remarks.

  Members are also able to obtain advice from MBCS regarding 

any preparation for helping the dying ones to leave this world 

peacefully in a Buddhist way. Definitely, I have no hesitation in 

recommending all Buddhists to join as members and carry out 

meaningful and dignified arrangements for any deceased. The 

monthly memorial service is unique too. Recently one of my 

relatives passed away and I tried to introduce MBCS to them but 

they declined. In the end, they paid close to RM40,000, which 

was not necessary. They could actually saved a lot more if they 

were to listen to me to consider MBCS service. We rejoice in the 

work MBCS is doing and hope that they will be able to continue 

carrying out such useful and important services to the Buddhist 

Community for a long time to come. S�dhu.

 

n Feedback 9 ( from BRo Choy Boon KeAn)

 My late father, Mr Choy yim Pek, A.M.N, together with my 

mother joined MBCS in 2004 as members. They participated in 

many activities including the Saturday Memorial D�na offering 

to the Sa�gha and other MBCS activities. They were also aware 

of the funeral services offered by MBCS. My late father was 

concerned if anything was to happen, the family will be assured 

that these funeral matters will be sorted out professionally. He 
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was confident of MBCS’s ability to help those who wish to have 

their last rites following the Buddhist way. He even introduced 

his friend who was dying to join MBCS as a member before the 

person passed away.

  In the middle of 2004, my late father complained of excessive 

weight loss and stomach discomfort. We took him for medical 

check-ups and the doctors found a growth in the pancreas. 

Further examination revealed an advance stage of cancer and 

viable medical treatment was not possible. To ensure he had a 

comfortable life before he left the rest of us, he went through a series 

of complementary therapy which helped him tremendously.

  on the 24 June, we admitted our late father to Selayang Hospi-

tal due to some complications. At that point, he was very thin and 

weak but remained comfortable. However, on the following day, 

the doctors called us and advised us to bring him home. By the 

time we brought him home, it was already late evening. After that, 

we called the Subang Jaya Buddhist Association and managed to 

invite 2 monks to visit my late father. Reverend Nyanara�si and a 

Say�daw came to visit and chanted for him. It was a joy and relief 

for us as our late father looked serene and peaceful. He managed 

to even raise his palms to pay respect.

  In the early morning of the 25 of June, 2005, my late father 

passed away peacefully. We called Bro Kelvin Lim to inform him. 

To our surprise, he came around 6am and was very helpful. He 

told us that he will help settle the necessary procedures for us 

including making the police report and all other arrangements. 

We discussed the funeral package that we wanted and Kelvin 

Lim was very supportive without being pushy. In short, he held 
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our interest at heart. Some of the discussion includes Therav�da 

or Mah�y�na ceremony; Monks for chanting services, type of 

casket, cremation or burial and other options.

  Later in the morning, a lorry came and set up the tents, tables 

and chairs. The embalmers came after. We could see that the 

services provided were professional and courteous. Bro Kelvin 

and Sis Didi were around most of the time and if not, their 

assistants will be there. They managed to keep the surroundings 

clean and neat. They also quickly replenished any beverage and 

consumables. We consulted them many times over the days and 

at all times; they were very helpful and emphatic.

  The funeral wake was held over two days and we managed to 

invite monks from Sentul Temple, Brickfields Mah� Vih�ra and 

Subang Jaya Buddhist Association (SJBA) to conduct chanting 

sessions. The Chanting Group from SJBA with Ven Nyanara�si, 

also came and gave a very inspiring chanting. We were also 

grateful to Venerable Dhammaratana of Mah� Vih�ra Brickfields 

who personally came although he had a very busy schedule.

  on the third day, the send-off ceremony was held and the 

casket was carried to the PJ Crematorium. We played the Mett� 

Chant as it was calming and reassuring. It was a somber affair as 

my late father’s family, relatives and friends paid their last respect 

before the body was cremated.

  overall, our family was very pleased with the services provided 

by MBCS. They were professional and caring at the same time. 

The team is also very experienced and able to cater to our needs. 

At anytime, the bereaved family could consult them and get good 
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advice. We highly recommend close relatives and friends to join 

MBCS and hope that they can offer this service to more people as 

it definitely can help make those difficult times easier to bear. 

 

n Feedback 10 ( from sis leong wAi ling)

 My gratitude and sincere appreciation to MBCS funeral directors 

Sis Didi and Bro Kelvin for the personal assistance during the 

demise of my late mother, Mdm Wong Choi yeok. All details 

were discharged with care, concern and finesse. I do not for a 

moment hesitate to recommend their caring services which will 

be very well appreciated by all.

n Feedback 11 ( from BRo s y Kwong)

 Faced with apprehensiveness and ignorant of the proper steps to 

take during a funeral service, I truly thank the MBCS funeral 

directors Bro Kelvin and Sis Didi who were there to explain, 

console, guide and assisted me in the proper final rite for my late 

mother, Mdm Tan Cheng yap. The expert and calm approach is 

credited to the Malaysian Buddhist Cooperative Society (MBCS). 

Their concern, care and direction led to a successful execution 

of funeral service for any bereaved family. It was a responsibility 

carefully and respectfully discharged.
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 n Feedback 12 ( from Kelly loo)

 I’m writing to MBCS to convey my sincere gratitude for your fine 

services being extended to me and my family under the care of the 

funeral directors. I’m indeed pleased with the services and advices 

under your team. The sound advice, planning and execution of 

the event has been well handled. I have full confidence and trust 

in your organisation. I would like to thank Bro Kelvin Lim and 

Sis Didi Chan for their kindness and patience in handling the 

event and, most of all, their willingness to serve clients with 

understanding.

n Feedback 13 ( from MiChelle yAp)

 My father, the late yap Chong Sang was a member of the Malaysian 

Buddhist Co-operative Society (MBCS) even before he passed 

away. He saw the value of the services MBCS rendered. When 

he was still alive, I remembered as a family, we would attend 

a number of the events which MBCS organised, like monthly 

d�nas, relics exposition and others. I was quite sure he was very 

confident how MBCS would be able to handle proper Buddhist 

funeral services. on the day of his passing and during the wake, 

everything tends to be a world of blurriness. I would say my 

family and I were extremely grief-stricken but life had to go on. 

I was glad that MBCS was around to provide assistance. They 

were very professional and we felt more assured that things were 

in good hands.
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RM1000 P.K.LEoNG & FAMILy

RM500 CHILDREN & GRAND CHILDREN (IMo MDM WoNG yooD 

KWAI);

RM400 BRo TEoH (ABHIDHAMMA CLASS 2007);

RM200 AHI LING, HoEH BENG BUDDHIST TEMPLE, MR & MRS 

LoKE TAK MENG & FAMILy (IMo LoKE TING HoNG), 

JESSLyN LIEW  (IMo TAy HUNG KIoW), DEBBIE LIEW (IMo 

LEE KoI ENG), LAU SWEE PHAIK (IMo JENNy TAN GUAT 

HWA);

RM150 CHoNG GEoK CHUANG (IMo CHoNG PoH, ooI AH AI & 

TEo KAU);

RM100 CHAN WAI yEAN (IMo CHAN TEIK KooN), [MR & MRS 

CHEW GIM HyE IMo CHEW BooN EE, CHEAH CHoo BEE, 

CHEAH PHEE AUN & CHAN SIEW EAM], CHoNG FA LIN & 

FAMILy, CHoNG PEK LIN (IMo WUAN HIN), CHRISTINA 

CHEoNG, KL TAN (IMo ALICE CHIN SoH MoI), LEE SIoNG 

LAM (IMo LEE KIM SWEE), IMo LIM yEE TECK & TAN 

GEoK LIAN, TEE WAI SENG (IMo TEE CHEE SENG), WEE 

JEE yING (IMo WEE KIA DUT), LIM CHoI & FAMILy (IMo 

CHEAH FATT), ANG CHEE KHEoNG & FAMILy (IMo NG SAI 

HIANG), TAy SEE TAT & FAMILy, THE WAN FAMILy, WoNG 

MooI LEE, WAN PEI XUAN, WAN HAo JIE;

RM50 ALISoN GoH, CECELIA LIM (IMo LoW MING PoW), CHEN,  

MRS CHoy yIM PEK & FAMILy, DAVID CHoo & FAMILy, 

GAN KAM MENG & FAMILy, IMo LEE SWEE TEAN, IMo 

LIM yoKE CHIN, IMo LoW MING PoW, IMo KHoo CHEoW 

HoCK, JoNG AH WAH & FAMILy (IMo MR & MRS GAN ENG 

KWEE), KHoo C P & FAMILy, LyE KAM HooNG, LIM AH 

BAH & FAMILy, METT� MANDy LIM, NAU CHIN HUE (IMo 



NAU TIAN SING), ooI CHooI SENG (IMo ooI SAy TIEW), 

TEH SUI HENG & FAMILy, [MR & MRS TEoH BooN ENG 

IMo TEoH TEoW HoE, Foo LIEW KEE, KoE SIM BEE & 

ooI SAW LEAN], THEAN yooK LooNG & FAMILy, WoNG 

FoNG & FAMILy, WoNG FUI CHoo (IMo WoNG SoK MoI), 

WUAN THoNG LoK (IMo LIM MooI LEE), yAP SooK FAN 

(IMo WoNG yUET TENG), yEo SIEW NEo, MARy LEE, Koo 

FAMILy (IMo Koo SE LEoNG);

RM30 CHAN SWEE HooNG & FAMILy, JIMMy LIM & FAMILy, LIM 

LIAN CHIN & FAMILy, KoNG FooNG HoE;

RM25 LoW Foo oNG (IMo LoW SWEE KoNG), THREN yoKE LAN 

(IMo THREN KoAy yIN), WANG PIEK LIAN;

RM20 ANG, C.S.TAN, CHIN MEI LING, GAN CHA Bo, HooI yooN 

CHUM (IMo MR & MRS HooI KAM ToNG), JENNy SIEW, TAN 

LENG MIN & FAMILy, MR & MRS ToH SWEE ENG, WoNG 

KING yooW & FAMILy, WoNG PoH yoKE (IMo WoNG SIEW 

PoNG & CHEW LAN), yoNG BEE yoNG (IMo yoNG WEE 

ooI & yEE yUK KHING), TEH KoK KEAN & FAMILy, IMo 

THEAN TAN FoNG, IMo WoNG KoN THyE, LEE SAy PoH 

(IMo yEoH HooI HoNG);

RM10 AH LoW, ANoNyMoUS, C WoNG, CHAN KoK MING, CHEE 

BoN BENG, CHoNG SEoW yEAN, CHRISTINE TAN, HoNG 

TEoH (IMo TEoH SWEE SENG), K T oNG, KUAN PEoK yEoK, 

LEE S B, LIM SEE PEI, MELISSA LIoW, NG KIN CHooNG, 

SUJATA NG yoKE LAN, TAN LEE HEANG & FAMILy, TEoH 

HoNG ENG, TSI (IMo TEoH SWEE SENG), WoNG LAI NEo, 

LEE yoKE CHAN, Ho AH LAN, TEH AH GIEK (IMo CHoy 

yIM PEK), CHoNG KIT yEEN, TEoH BooN ENG, PEGGy 

F.S.PoK, yAP JIAN LENG, WoNG yEAN PHENG (IMo TAN 



BENG HEE), MR & MRS CHAN KoK MING (IMo CHAN PoH), 

ZHANG CHAo HUI, yAP BAo JIAN, WoNG KING yooN, LEE 

CHING WooN, CHAN FoNG MEE, LEoNG CHAT LoI, PoK 

yoCK TIN, TAN MooI NGoH, CHAN BEE SEE;

RM6 LEo SISTERS;

RM5 ANG KEK, GAN To, GoH TEIK BENG, Ho BooN SIM, Ho 

CHUAN SIEW, JUN LIM (IMo LIM JIT FATT), LAW C K, 

PHUAH TEK LIN, SEAN GoH SENG SHoNG, VANESSA GoH, 

VISAKHA Foo (IMo CHEAH KHUAN HEAN);

RM2 LIM HoCK LEE

May the merits accrued from this Dhamma-dæna 
be dedicated to all departed and loved ones.

May they be relieved from all sufferings.
May all beings too be well, happy and peaceful!

Sædhu! Sædhu! Sædhu!
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